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What is the TCM

z9U Module
zVME Hex Display

zVME LED Display

zTTC

zCAN Bus



Problems with the TCM

zConnector
yIncorrect wiring 

(Write*)

zVME Decoder
yNet Names
yFirmware(adddec)

zRegister Decoder
yNet Names
yFirmware(en2reg)

zDual Port Memory
yNet names
yTiming problems

zHex Display
yFirmware
yTiming problems



Problem with the TCM

zSchematic
zREAD_HIGH_ZEROS
zRD_HIGH_ZEROS
zDTR_ID_HI
zDTR_ID_HIGH



Problems with the TCM

zNets mixed up
yVCN_R/W
yVCN_OE_



Problems with the TCM

z9 Wire Modifications
zVME Decoder
zRegister Decoder



Problems with the TCM

zCould these errors been avoided.?
zCheck schematic
zCheck net list
zCheck again
zIs there a way of checking the net list 

automatically.?



Problems with the TCM
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Problems with the TCM

zTri_state buffer

TITLE "tristate_buffer";

SUBDESIGN tristate_buffer
(

IN1, IN2, En1, En2 :INPUT;
OUT1, OUT2 :BIDIR;
)

VARIABLE

OUT1_TNODE, OUT2_TNODE :TRI_STATE_NODE;

BEGIN

OUT1_TNODE = TRI(IN1, En1);
OUT1 = OUT1_TNODE;

OUT2_TNODE = TRI(IN2, En2);
OUT2 = OUT2_TNODE;

END;



Current Status of the TCM

zRead Module ID Code “3195”
zRead Module Serial Number
zRead Daughter Serial Number
zCAN Micro controller Reset
zCan Read Link Status
zRead two other registers



Current Status of the TCM

zWrite to DPM
zRead from DPM
z“Hex display” display’s Address
z“Hex display” display’s Data
zLED’s Display correct Data + Address



Current Status of the TCM

zThings to be checked
zTTC Distribution (PECL)
zCAN bus operations



Future Options

zDo we need to make 
these modifications?
zYes, but only two of 

them (link status)
zUse three enable 

signals for address 
decoding and 
eliminate 7 wire 
modifications.



Future Options

zOr, we could make the boards again 
taking into account the required 
modifications but keeping the original(ish) 
CPLD design.



Future Options

z Change CPLD Design
z Keep and use boards already 

made(7) £2534 PCB only
z New boards will have more 

recourses, allowing for expansion 
of design

z Modify Boards
z Don’t spend time modifying CPLD 

design
z Easier to debug
z Using design to full extent and as 

it was originally intended



Future Options

zRecommendations
zRedesign the CPLD’s
z6 boards only need wire 2 modifications
zNew boards with modifications increasing 

recourses if necessary








